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Statistical Profiling of Site Wind Resource Speed and Directional Characteristics
Bruce Stephen, Stuart Galloway, David McMillan, Lucy Anderson and Graham Ault
Abstract ? Construction of a wind farm without a reliable plant margin forecast can jeopardize
potential returns on investment from the outset. Meteorological and topological factors influence
the wind characteristics across any site which in turn affects wind farm output, critical for localized
generation, and also the dynamic loading of the turbine structure. The models developed in this
paper follow the generally advocated use of probability density estimation as a means of
representing wind resource characteristics but, owing to differences, in characterization that may be
encountered, do not assume a single distribution form across all sites. A mixture modelling approach
is adopted that removes the need for choosing distribution forms on a site by site basis. Advancing
previous work constructing statistical distributions over congruent wind speed and direction
observations of the wind resource characteristics at a given site, the proposed model, as a
consequence of using a mixture distribution, captures both recurring regimes in the site behaviour
along with their frequency of occurrence. Preliminary results using data sets from a diverse range of
locations in Scotland demonstrate the variation in the forms of model learned; comparisons of the
model with current and alternate practices are given through visualization and resource assessment
illustrations.
Index Terms ? Wind speed estimation; Wind direction es timation; Extreme event recognition
1. Introduction
Meteorological conditions are likely to be the most complex and crucial factor influencing choice of
wind farm location with optimal placement being an important business decision, one of maximizing
generation output and minimizing potential costs thus reducing the time to recoup the initial
investment. Ideally, planners would want to be able to incorporate maximal knowledge gleaned
from existing sites to anticipate operational issues and model these to find optimal estimates of
resource characteristics and foresee operating issues that the surrounding environment may pose to
assist in this decision making process. In line with the EU Renewable Energy Directive, the UK must
endeavour to generate 15% of its total energy from renewable sources by 2020, a target which a
future UK energy system may meet with a highly decentralized network [1]. Through the widespread
use of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), support to the current electricity and gas networks in
times of peak load would assist in delivering the stable energy network that is required, whilst
meeting EU targets. Segregating the energy system into a number of constituent elements of smaller
 ?local ? decentralized energy networks, where each portion has its own load, generation and network
considerations [2, 3, 4], greatly reduces the control problem surrounding DER integration found in
current top-down network topologies. This ultimately results in the need for accurate weather
profiling and forecasting so that the benefits that distributed generation (DG) such as wind turbines
(both micro and large scale plant) can be fully exploited by identifying the less than subtle
differences in demand across areas with different weather profiles. It has been shown that better
characterisation of the complexities of the wind regimes results in superior forecasting performance
[5]. A further important application for understanding the complexity of a site wind regime is the
possible impact of the turbine wind loading on the failure rates of pitch and bearing systems [6, 7].
Producing a statistical model of the meteorological characteristics of a site captures these traits and
the variance or noise associated with them through probability density estimates allowing higher
level analyses such as model comparison to find sites similar to optimally placed ones, or to track
longer period site characteristics; and utilizing the model for simulation of future generation output
from the site. A number of different probability distributions have been used to model wind speeds
both for wind energy and general meteorological purposes. Key criteria for selection of a suitable
distribution include representation of a continuous random variable, the random variable must be
strictly positive and there must be a means of accommodating the occurrence of zeros  ? also known
as null wind speeds. Although many parametric distributions fit these criteria, estimation of the
parameters of a candidate distribution must also be computationally tractable.
A traditional choice for the characterization of wind speeds has been the 2-parameter Weibull
distribution [8, 9]; however, it is unable to properly represent regimes with a large occurrence of null
wind speeds and, as a single mode distribution, bimodality. This conventional assumption of
unimodality for modelling wind speed can distort the true power estimate of a wind resource as well
as obscure some of the potentially useful statistical features of it. For example, a site featuring
steady low speed wind could be skewed by the infrequent occurrence of winds of a higher speed. In
a single mode distribution, such as the Weibull, this situation would result in the expected wind
speed being shifted upwards thus overestimating the potential generation capacity of the site.  Also,
the potentially unusable high winds, which would necessitate the feathering of turbine blades,
would be hidden.  Such a scenario would result in generation capacity being overestimated. A
concrete example of how wind speeds can exhibit multiple behaviours according to climatic or
topographic features is provided in [10]. In this study of multimodal wind speed characteristics
resulting from two different topographically influenced meteorological regimes, two Weibull
distributions were used to characterize the site. The clear bimodality observed and modelled in this
study highlighted how inappropriate a single mode distribution could be. In a comprehensive
comparison, [11] reviewed wind energy case studies in the Canary Islands where the combination of
trade winds and sea breezes across the islands has created both unimodal and bimodal wind speed
distributions. Many approaches have assumed that there will only be two modes and/or tangents to
the wind speed distribution when in reality there is no way of automatically knowing this will be the
case; [9] demonstrated the variability of offshore wind characteristics and found that different
distribution models perform well in different circumstances which makes it essential that there be
models that are as adaptable as possible to the true form of the wind speed probability density
function (PDF).
In addition to wind speed estimates, it is important for any wind model to properly reflect
directional observations as these too can exhibit multimodality in terms of the prevailing direction
[12, 13]. Directional variability is used as an indicator of turbulence in Pasquill classes [14] and overly
turbulent flow can affect the consistency of generation at a site irrespective of wind speed [15].
Additionally, structural loading is influenced by turbulent flow [16] which can dictate the operational
bounds of a turbine and shorten its service life [17].The current standard pertaining to wind turbine
performance, IEC 61400-12 [18], does not elaborate on directional or modal characteristics of wind
direction. In [18] the use of a unimodal Weibull distribution is advocated to model the wind speed at
a given site, recommending a bin size (wind speed magnitude) of 0.5m/s but gives no such guidance
for directional characteristics. Directional information was touched on in [19] with reference to [18].
The popular graphical representation of the occurrence of particular speed/direction values, the
wind rose is equivalent to a circular histogram, although there is no way of quantifying the
differences or similarity between sites. While the wind rose captures the directional aspects to an
extent, it is through a binned representation that observes the general prevalent wind direction.
Updating earlier works on directional modelling, [20] used a mixture of von Mises distributions to
capture multi-modality in wind direction in various sites in the Canary Islands.  Through goodness of
fit criteria, [20] demonstrated that comparison of the von Mises Mixture model with the bivariate
Gaussian model showed that von Mises proved to be the superior fit. More recently, [21] proposed a
new circular probability distribution based on the generalization of von Mises that brought speed
and direction into a single model. It showed this distribution to be a better fit than the mixture of
von Mises as used in [20, 22]. Neither model accommodates the situation where there can be no
directional measurement associated with a null wind speed and in both cases, speed and direction of
wind are assumed to independent. Assumptions of independence between wind speed and direction
are commonplace [21, 22] and there are good reasons for this. Where no realistic model of
dependence can be assumed it is better to cover all eventualities through the distribution choice by
assuming independence at the expense of blanket coverage of outlier combinations. Assuming a
joint mixture distribution however allows both a piecewise fitting of both the density function as
well as its dependence between variables.
In this paper, a model is presented which builds on the independent joint distributions models of
[21] and [22]. Since there are no heuristics or rules of thumb for how a site will be characterized,
with additional uncertainty introduced by offshore sites, any model used must be flexible enough to
adapt to all eventualities through automated model selection and parameter estimation from
observed data. Model generalisation is permitted through the aggregation of exemplar data used for
model training. Mixtures of cylindrical probability distributions are used to capture particular
regimes present in the wind resource at a given site; the complexity of the model, implied by the
number of regimes at a given site, is controlled by a computationally viable realization of Bayesian
model selection. Like [18] a formulation of the algorithm for learning the parameters of these
models from data is presented. An example of how this approach would be used for site resource
assessments is provided along with the benefits and ways in which these models can be employed
which are discussed in the concluding remarks.
2. Sites Used
Figure 1: Geographic locations of the sites used in this paper. The stem lengths indicate higher altitude
stations.
In [10] situations were demonstrated where windspeeds at La Ventosa could be multimodal and
hence required specialized distributions; [23] showed for a number of offshore sites in the Eastern
Mediterranean where the distribution of windspeeds took an arbitrary shape; in the study of the
Canarian Archipelago, [11] showed how some distributions had a more pronounced mode than any
parametric distribution available and in Gran Canaria in particular, bimodality. Lastly [6]
demonstrated how, for a number of offshore sites, the form of the distribution varied widely and
could not be assumed in advance of analysis. In [11], [24] and [10] the influence of topography and
location of a site has on wind resource characteristics is noted. For this reason, a selection of sites is
used in this work. A set of hourly averaged meteorological observations over 4 years (2003-2006)
were taken from a diverse selection of weather stations positioned across Scotland. As shown in
table 1 and figure 1, the stations were chosen to capture the different topological and climatic
characteristics of their locations; consequently islands, high ground and both coasts are featured.
Station Location/Characteristics
Charterhall Inland
Dunstaffnage Highland, Coastal
Islay Island, Atlantic
Kirkwall Island, North Sea
Kinloss Highland, Coastal, North Sea
Inverbervie Coastal, North Sea
Lerwick Island, North Sea
Lossiemouth Highland, Coastal, North Sea
Prestwick Lowland, Coastal, Irish Sea
Spadeadam Inland, High Ground
Stornoway Island, Atlantic
Tiree Island, Atlantic
West Freugh Lowland, Coast, Irish Sea
Wick Highland, Coastal, North Sea
Table I: Stations Used
Two exemplary sites are represented as wind directional and speed histograms in figure 2:
Charterhall and Tiree. The groupings in these examples demonstrate that there is more than one
directional regime in action at these sites in a single month as well as more than one regime for
windspeed at one of the sites. Charterhall has a variable but dominant south-westerly (~240°) wind
direction with a less frequent northern occurrence (~10°). Three possible modes can be identified
from the windspeed histogram at 8, 15 and 30 knots. Tiree has an even more variable westerly
direction and also a northern mode; windspeed at Tiree is bi-modal with a void at 20 knots. Although
there is valuable information to be obtained from histograms, the dependency between the
windspeed and direction regimes is not represented.  To illustrate the importance of these, figure 3
shows 2-parameter Weibull distributions fitted to the 12 directional sectors at Charterhall. Most of
the distributions are distinctly parameterized implying that a single windspeed distribution cannot
be reliably assumed for a given site. While these are individual examples, it does reflect the need to
have a single model that can adapt to all eventualities.
Figure 2: Charterhall (top) and Tiree (bottom) directional histograms (left) and windspeed histograms (right)
for January days between 2003 and 2005.
Figure 3: Weibull speed distributions fitted to binned directional components for Charterhall quarter 1 days in
2003 to 2005.
3. Cylindrical Mixture Distributions
The relationship between windspeed and direction could be captured by extending the histogram
into 2 dimensions with the relative frequency of occurrence obtained by  ?stacking ? data points on
top of one another, which is essentially proportional to the joint probability of wind speed v and
direction ω:
? ?ωω ,vPnv ? 1
A drawback of using histograms is the need to have bin widths specified in advance which can
drastically alter their shape. The use of parametric distributions such as the Weibull provides a
compact representation of event frequency which can be used for comparison and anomaly
detection. There are 3 key design choices to be addressed in order to formulate a model which
accommodates a range of complex wind speed and direction characteristics without requiring
manual selection. First is the choice of joint distribution: it must allow the dependency between the
two variables to be represented, it must accommodate the circular nature of the wind direction data
and it must be able to accommodate the 2 critical features of wind speed  ? strictly positive and null
wind. Second it must be able to accommodate multiple regimes at a site represented as multi-
modality. Lastly, the parameters of the distribution must be able to be inferred or estimated from an
exemplar data set and in such a way that the process is largely automated.
a. Circular Linear Distributions
The second issue, as noted in [25], is that directional observations are periodic, that is to say they
 ?wrap around ? and have no concept of extrema. To model a periodic variable ω, the von Mises
distribution is often used:
? ? ? ? ? ?? ?ηωκκpiω ?? cosexp2
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This has two parameters η, which specifies the point on the circle where observations are most
concentrated and κ, the dispersion of these points around η. I0 is the zero order Bessel function. The
von Mises distribution was employed by [22] in modelling wind direction implied by scatterometer
data and in [18] to model wind direction but without any dependence structure assumed. The
cylindrical data model of [23] proposed a joint distribution for bivariate data that modelled a linear
and a periodic variable. Employing it for windspeed ν and wind direction ω, would amount to a
product of the respective probability density functions, giving
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With f taking the form of a Von Mises distribution:
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And g being a Gaussian distribution conditioned on the circular variable:
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This assumes linear dependence of the conditional windspeed distribution on the direction which
may be a limitation. Another shortcoming with this model is that in wind speed modelling there is
the need to deal with  ?calms ? or  ?null winds ? when the wind speed is zero.  An alternative candidate
that is both computationally tractable and offers good performance in the surveys of [8] and [9] was
the truncated Gaussian. Applying the non negativity constraint to the linear variable and entering
the terms for wind speed and direction results in the following probability density function [24]:
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The parameter α is the frequency of the wind speed being zero at a given site and δ is the Dirac delta
function. Substituting (2) and (6) into (3) gives the following expression for the joint distribution of
wind speed and direction:
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where η is the periodic mean, μ is a function of the linear and periodic means, σ is the linear
standard deviation, κ is the dispersal of the periodic variable, ρ is the correlation between the two
variables.
b. Finite Mixture Models
A key difficulty of modelling any probability is the choice of distribution and additional variables
compound this problem; although a number of distributions such as Weibull and Rayleigh are
commonplace for wind speed representation, there are no multivariate equivalents. Even if such a
distribution did exist, modelling the features of such a complex problem space are likely to be
outwith the capabilities of a classical probability distribution, which are generally unimodal with a
uniform dependency structure over their range. This limitation can be circumvented using a Finite
Mixture Model [28] which allows an arbitrary shaped probability density to be approximated by a
linear combination of simpler parametric densities. Formally, for a distribution with parameter set θ,
this can be expressed as
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where P(υ,ω;θi) is a parameterized distribution representing the ith mixture component and P(θi) is
the corresponding mixing proportion which weights the contribution of a mixing component in the
overall likelihood function. If the observation vector was defined as
? ?Tvx ω,? 9
Then, in a mixture of joint densities of the form given in (7), the ith component will have the
following parameter vector:
? ?iiiiii ρκσηµθ ,,,, 2? 10
Various model selection criteria can be applied to find the optimal number of mixture components
for a given data set [18].
c. Parameter Estimation using the EM algorithm
A mixture model can be seen as what is known as an incomplete data problem, since the indication
of which observations come from which mixture components is not present in the observed data
set. For a set of observations X, a set of parameters θ for the M distributions can be learned from
data using some iterative approximation method such as Expectation Maximization [29] or Monte
Carlo methods. The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [29, 30] can be used to provide an
iterative solution to incomplete data problems by synthesising missing data and thus turning them
into more tractable complete data problems. The algorithm performs two steps on each of its
iterations: on the Expectation (E) step, the expected value of the complete data is estimated while
on the following Maximisation (M) step, the model parameter values that increase this expected
value are obtained. EM has advantages over least squares and traditional gradient type
approximations in that it does not require any assumptions regarding constraints or setting of step
sizes [31], the choice of which may influence the algorithms stability. The following summarises the
EM algorithm for a set of model parameters θ from a set of complete data X:
1. Set i=0;
2. Set *θθ ?i
3. do
4. ? ? ? ?? ?XXPEQ i ||log; θθθ θ?
5. Choose iθ such that ? ? ? ?iii QQ θθθθ ;;1 ??
6. Set i=i+1; 1?? ii θθ
7. while ? ? ? ?XPXP ii ||1 θθ ?? is not arbitrarily small
In step 2 of the above, θ* are the initial estimates of the model parameter values; these can be
randomly assigned, chosen using heuristics or estimated using a simpler model. For an M
component mixture model presented with N observations, the Expected value of the likelihood is
given by:
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Evaluating this requires the calculation of P(θ|x) from data, which through Bayes theorem can be
obtained as:
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Q is evaluated every iteration at the E-Step using the current model parameter values to effectively
synthesize complete data by filling in the mixture contributions. Following this the parameter values
are then updated on the M-Step. In the case of the distributions used here, these are tractable and
can be found through Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) i.e. by looking for saddle points in the
likelihood function. As an example, the mixing proportions can be obtained by:
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M-Step MLE update expressions for the mean and covariance terms for the linear variable and the
circular mean and dispersal parameters are elaborated upon in [26, 29, 32].
Fig 4: The process by which the model is generated from historical data and then applied to subsequent
meteorological observations.
Figure 3 shows where the parameter estimation algorithm fits within the model application process
 ? new observations do not necessitate retraining of the model.
4. Station Model Selection
Selecting model complexity is a key problem in modelling multimodal densities with mixture
distributions; assuming too many components results in a rough distribution that generalizes poorly
owing to its isolation of individual data points  ? phenomena known as  ?overfitting ?. While assuming
too few modes results in a distribution that is overly general and obscures features of the data such
as multiple modes or voids (places where data does not occur). In order to find the optimal number
of components or modes, the complete data likelihood at the convergence of the learning phase can
be used to find which model parameterization is the best fit to the data. In [29], a number of
alternative model selection methods are discussed that go further by penalizing model complexity to
preserve generalization capabilities. A limitation of maximum likelihood is that it prefers complex
models, in the case of mixture distributions, adding more mixture components increases the
likelihood until the situation is reached where a mixture has been mean centred on every data point.
To avoid this, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [33] was used. BIC is a model likelihood measure
that includes a term that penalises more parameters being added to the model:
? ? ? ? NcxPXBIC N
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Choosing a model, Λ, with parameters θ, based on BIC results in the most likely model given N data
points and the smallest parameter set size c.Table II shows the result of model order selection for all
sites for the 1st quarter of the years 2003-2005. For each site, a model was trained with between 2
and 20 components on 1st quarter 2003-2005 data and the one with the lowest BIC selected.
Station Max LL BIC Optimal Components
Charterhall -28026 -29671 8
Dunstaffnage -30357 -30722 5
Inverbervie -32503 -33202 8
Islay -33046 -33168 4
Kinloss -29834 -30468 18
Kirkwall -30790 -31204 12
Lerwick -32871 -33423 18
Lossiemouth -31128 -31646 14
Prestwick -28839 -29377 17
Skye -27619 -29373 21
Spade Adam -26654 -28646 17
Stornoway -31711 -31741 4
Tiree -31337 -31607 8
West Freugh -29575 -31383 3
Wick -31317 -31671 11
Table II: Optimal Model Parameterization and Order Selection Criteria
Two features of the models learned from the sites are noteworthy: all require very different
parameterisations again reinforcing the hypothesis that no one distribution is universally ideal and,
given the high number of mixture components required to approximate the distribution of sites such
as Skye, the complexity of the implied distributions goes beyond what a parameterised distribution
could represent.
5. Case Study: Charterhall
Taking the case of Charterhall, an inland airfield on the east of Scotland, model order selection has
shown the model for the first quarter of 2003-2005 for this site has 8 components, the parameters
of which are listed in Table III. Figure 5 shows an annotated detail of the cylindrical Charterhall
model, unrolled into a contour density plot for clarity.
Figure 5: Unrolled contour density plot for Charterhall Q1  ?03- ?05 showing the multimodal and non-linear
relationship between windspeed and direction. The positions of the means for each mixture component are
marked.
i P(θi) η(°) μ(kts) κ σ2 ρ1 ρ2
0 0.06 226 23 8.31 9.3 0.10 -0.07
1 0.15 251 12 1.1 3.7 0.8 -0.004
2 0.06 48 6 1.62 1.06 0.08 0.44
3 0.15 239 16 2.49 8.28 0.76 -0.13
4 0.19 268 9 0.77 3.3 0.84 0.1
5 0.12 302 2.5 0.38 1.8 0.55 0.23
6 0.18 266 5 0.9 0.65 0.5 0.04
7 0.14 271 7 1.17 2.0 0.82 0.24
Table III: Charterhall Q1 Model Parameters
The light areas in the figure 4 indicate regions of increasing observation likelihood with numbered
white circles indicating the position of the mixture component means. Wind speed and direction
observations closest, in terms of maximised likelihood, to these mixture components can be seen as
being part of a particular behaviour or regime that occurs commonly at the site associated with the
model. From table III, wind regimes captured by components 4 and 6 have an almost equal
likelihood of occurrence as their mixing proportions (P(θi)) imply. Both regimes are westerly but the
one associated with component 4 has a higher wind speed with greater variability. Component 0
features a high wind speed with high variance but its mixing proportion indicates a low probability of
occurring. The regime captured by component 3 has a windspeed of 16 kts and a dependence on
direction  ? speed increases as the direction rotates from westerly towards north westerly.
Component 2, representing lower speed north easterly winds, is a less common occurring regime.
Also notable from figure 5 are the voids in the probability density - the regions of low likelihood
(dark areas in the graph) show that strong south-easterly winds are highly unlikely.
Figure 6: 2 Dimensional histogram representation of a joint distribution of wind direction and speed formed
from the histogram implied by a 12 sector wind rose and two parameter Weibull distributions at Charterhall
Q1  ?03- ?05.
Returning to the more conventional methods for wind speed and direction demonstrated in figure 3,
figure 6 shows how Charterhall 1st quarter 2003-2005 wind observations are captured with the
ensemble of 12 direction segments, 2-parameter Weibull distributions. The main mode is captured
in the westerly direction along with a second, less likely, directional mode, at lower speed in the
north easterly direction. Although a far coarser representation (higher wind speeds are deemed
likely in the westerly direction by the 2-parameter Weibull distributions), this still highlights the
differences in behaviour in different directions.
An additional benefit of using the mixture representation is that the regimes identified through
model training can be captured as they recur by choosing the most likely mixture component for a
given speed and direction observation pair; Figure 7 shows the co-incident wind speed and direction
observations against time for Charterhall in Q1 2006. Along side these are the mixture component
label representing the active regime implied by the observation pair as well as the associated
observation likelihood. Some regimes are fairly stable such as the one represented by component 5
and a site can remain in one for several days at a time as the series around January 7th shows.
6. Resource Assessment
A longer term goal of this research is to produce realistic simulation of wind farm generation output.
Incorporating the temporal aspects into a future formulation would yield a truly generative model,
that is, one whose parameterization incorporates all information about the stochastic properties of
the process, random samples can be drawn from the probability distribution to simulate that
modelled process. Coupling this with models of plant performance and efficiency [34, 35] could in
Figure 7: Model output; from top, wind speed then direction time series, ddominant mixture
components/regime (2nd from bottom) and model likelihoods (bottom) for Charterhall in the first quarter of
2006.
turn be used to simulate future generation scenarios. In order to draw samples from the Cylindrical
Mixture, multinomial samples across the mixing proportions are drawn [36] followed by samples
from the Von Mises marginal [37] which are then used to draw from the conditional Cylindrical
distribution. Slice Sampling [38] is used to draw samples from the conditional Cylindrical distribution
along with the directional samples already obtained. Table IV shows the potential value of the
proposed approach over existing methods. Weibull distributions of increasing directional resolution
(1, 4 and 12 directional sectors) were fitted using least squares for the case of Charterhall, and
Monte Carlo samples drawn for 8760 hours.
Model Yield @ 2MW MWh Yield error @ 2MW MWh £|ε|
Raw data 3968.1 n/a n/a
Weibull 1-sector 4360.6 392.5 29,828
Weibull 4-sector 4357.6 389.5 29,605
Weibull 12-sector 4300.0 331.9 25,226
Cylinder Mixture 3862.0 -106.1 8060
Table IV: Charterhall Q1 Model Comparison
The wind speed estimates were converted to power output via application of a per-unit power curve
[39]. Hub height conversion was achieved via log power law, assuming a hub height of 80m,
measurement height of 10m,  and z0 of 0.02 [40]. Assuming a single 2MW wind turbine, and
electricity production credit of £76/MWh, Table IV illustrates the increased accuracy gained by
including directional information. This is expressed both in energy yield and economic accuracy. It
can be seen that the energy yield estimate for the cylindrical model provides a more accurate
estimate. It under-estimates the yield rather than the Weibull models, which consistently over-
estimate the yield by assuming the wind speed distribution is the same for all directions.
7. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has presented a model that captures multimodal speed and direction characteristics,
along with the dependency structure that relates them, of the wind resource at a given location. This
uses existing meteorological instrumentation to provide a representation that breaks down the
overall site behaviour into a combination of recurring sub-behaviours or regimes that are
characterised by their direction and wind strength as well as the variability and relation between the
two measurements. This has an advantage over the Weibull representation of windspeed as the
mixture model approach adopted allows multimodal windspeed distributions to be captured as well
as associating the modes with a particular direction and level of variability  ? high directional
variability may compromise the level of generation capable at a given site. Building models of wind
resource that accommodate more complex wind dynamics could be employed with the addition of
time series parameterization as a component in future active control systems [41]: a state estimator
of wind resource allows a control system to execute appropriate blade pitching and rotor yawing in
the presence of uncertain measurements which the cylindrical mixture provides through its
component indicator label. Estimating directional variability allows loads on the turbine incurred by
excessive yawing to be anticipated where Linear Gaussian type control models would not have
represented expected direction and its associated variability adequately, The explicit wind directions
may not be useful from the perspective of inter-site comparison where only the speed and
consistency of direction are of interest, but for an intra-site comparison the homogeneity of the
wind resource at various points in the site may govern or rule out the placement of turbines. In [42],
a means of quantifying similarity of mixture models was demonstrated which could be readily
formulated for the cylindrical distribution, providing a means of quantitatively comparing sites,
which in the practical application will enable a planner/developer to find sites that behave in a
similar way to optimally placed ones, as an alternative to spatial extrapolations [43], and in essence
optimize the site design.
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